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DITF honored with Techtextil Innovation 

Award for research on self-cooling textiles 

 

With 1700 exhibitors from 53 countries this year, the international 

trade fair Techtextil in Frankfurt am Main is the leading forum for the 

textile sector. The presentation of the 'Techtextil Innovation Award' 

once again met with great interest from trade visitors and the press. 

The prize is awarded in various categories for noteworthy 

achievements and innovations along the Techtextil product range. In 

the 'New Technology' category, the concept of self-cooling textiles 

developed at the German Institutes of Textile and Fiber Research 

(DITF) came out on top. The research work, carried out in 

collaboration with Schill+Seilacher GmbH, was financially supported 

by the Ingeborg Gross Foundation as part of Lea Zimmermann's 

doctorate. 

 

Due to climate change, the need for cooling energy in buildings has 

increased significantly. Previous cooling systems such as air conditioning 

systems are based on thermodynamic cycles that consume a lot of 

electricity and release waste heat and carbon dioxide into the environment.  

 

Technologies such as radiant cooling offer a sustainable and energy-free 

solution. They use the wavelength ranges of the atmosphere that are 

permeable to electromagnetic radiation to emit thermal radiation into colder 

space. Radiative cooling is a ubiquitous process in which a surface facing 

the sky loses heat through thermal radiation. The largest object that emits 

heat through radiative cooling is the Earth itself. The cooling effect can be 

seen, for example, on clear mornings through the formation of frost and 

dew. 
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In order to utilize this principle, a resource-saving coating formulation for 

technical textiles was developed at the DITF which has two special 

properties: firstly, this coating reflects sunlight with high efficiency, 

preventing the textile from absorbing energy and heating up in the process. 

At the same time, this coating has a high radiation effect in the mid-infrared 

range. As a result, the thermal energy of the coated textile radiates into the 

cold outer space and the textile cools down. These two properties ensure 

that the coating does not heat up, but actually cools down. 

 

The textile coated with this enables cooling down to 2°C below ambient 

temperature even during the day in full sunlight, while the uncoated 

reference textiles heat up strongly with a temperature gradient of up to 

20°C. The coating is sustainable, easy to apply and scalable. The matrix 

material has high UV and weathering stability and is water-repellent. 

 
 
We would like to thank the Ingeborg Gross Foundation for the doctoral 
scholarship.  
 
 
 
Further information on this topic: 
 
Competence Center Textile Chemistry, Environment & Energy 
 
Dipl.-Ing. Cigdem Kaya 
T +49(0)711 9340- 637 
E cigdem.kaya@ditf.de 
 
PD Dr.-Ing. Thomas Stegmaier 
T +49(0)711 9340- 219 
E thomas.stegmaier@ditf.de 
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Award ceremony at Techtextil 2024 (from left) Sabine Scharrer (Techtextil), Prof. Götz T. 

Gresser, Cigdem Kaya, Lea Zimmermann, (all DITF), Dr. Friedrich Wirbeleit (Ingeborg-

Gross-Foundation) Braz Costa (CITEVE). Photo: DITF 

 
 

Left: Thermal radiation flows on the terrestrial surface.  
Right: Functional principle of a self-cooling material. Picture: DITF 
(Psolar: solar radiation; Patm: atmospheric counter-radiation; Prad: thermal radiation 
between 8-13µm). 


